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It would be useless perhaps to attempt to give a formula to the above ; and the entire absence of crystallization deprives it of much of the interest it should otherwise possess.
The following, perhaps, would give the best idea of its constitu. 99"97 It may be merely a coincidence ; but it is worthy of remark that the water in the mineral just described and that in tho Cronstedite examined by Messrs. Maskelyne and Flight* is much about the same, which can also be said of the t~rrous oxide, neither of them varying 1 per cent., while the silieie acid and ferric oxide seem, so to speak, to have changed places;
Cronstedite.
Green It has already been remarked that, on heating the green mineral, its colour is changed to yellowish brown; and on examination of the residue, no trace of ferrous oxide could be detected. When the water has been drawn off, at the lowes~ possible temperature, and the mineral further heated, it rapidly gains in weight from absorption of oxygen.
IX. On t]~e Distribution of Electricity on two Spherical
Surfaces. By Prof. CAYLEY t.
on two Spherical Surfaces.
~P(x) the question depends on the solution of the functional equations
where of course the x of either equation may be replaced 5y a different variable. It is proper to consider the meaning of these equations : for a point on the axis, at the distance x fl'om the centre of tho first sphere, or say from the point A, the potential of the 
a~( a' )
The two equations thus express that the potentials of a point interior to A and of a poin$ interior to B are = h and g respectively. It is to be added that the potential of an exterior point, distances from the points A and B =x and c--x respectively, is and that by the known properties of Legendre's coe~cients, when the potential upon an axial point is given, it is possible to pass at once to the expression for the potential of a point not on the axis, and a]so to the expression for the electrical density at a point on the two spherical surfaces respectively. Downloaded by [University of California, San Diego] at 06:38 24 June 2016
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The determination of the functions ¢(x) and ~(x) gives thus the complete solution of the question.
I obtain Poisson's solution by a different process as follows :--Consider the two functions a~ '(c--x) ax + b c ~-b2-cx ' --cx+d suppose, and c~--a~--cx' --9/x + 8 suppose;
and let the nth functions be a.x + bn and a.x + t3,, c.x + d.
7.x + 8~ respectively.
Observing that the values of the coefficients are
and consequently that the two equations (k+l) ~_(a+d) ~ (X+l) ~ (a+8) 2
are in thct one and the same equation 
+(X"--X)[ca'2--a(c--x)] t
where the term in { } is = it is to be observed that the quotient of the two terms in { } is in fact a constant ; this is most easily verified as follows. Dividing the first of them by the second we have a quotient which when. = c is (
(?~" +' --1) [ --ca ~ + (c ~ --b ~) (c--x) ] + (k" --X) [ --ca "~ + a ~ (c--a].
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X n+' --1)( --ca~) + (X" --X)( --ca') --a'(X n+'-1 + X"--X) (x~+'-x)(-~(~-~,-l,~)) '-(x "+'-x)(~-a~-~')' _ a=(X. +1) (d--a 2
-b~)X "; and when x=O is (X"+'--l)c(c~_a=_b 2 ) (X=+r--1)(e'--a2--b , ) (£"+'--1)b'2c + (X "+' --X) b~c ' -~-(~?+'~--1 + k '~÷ '--X)b ~ C e ~ a 2 _ ~2
b~(x + 1) : We in fitct, from the foregoing relations, at once obtain
To satisfy the first equation we must have M =aL ; viz, this being so, the equation becomes a~x+ --ffp ~_ c~x ~0;
or, since cox+do=l, the equation will be satisfied if only aL = 1, whence also M = 1. And the second equation will be aXbXL satisfied if only=bM ; viz., substituting for L, M their ~o value, we find ~o = ab.
Supposing, in like manner, that h=O, g retaining its proper value, we find a like solution for the two equations ; and by simply adding the solutions thus obtained~ we have a solution of the original two equations More generally, the terms to be added are fer tx a term as above, where P denotes a function of x which remains unaltered where x is ganged into a"(c--x) and for q)x a term
as above with P~ instead of P, where P~ denotes wl~at P be- viz., considering here x as the distance of the point X from B, then taking the image of X in regard to the sphere A, and again the image of this image in regard to the sphere B, the function in question is the distance of this second image from B. Itthus appears that t)oisson's solution depends upon the successive images of X in regard to the spheres B and A alternately, and also on the successive images of X in regard to the spheres A and B alternately. This method of images is in fact employed in Sir W. 
